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1.0 Expected Outcome 

1.1 To inform members of preparations for the eventuality of a no deal Brexit and to 
invite views 

2.0 Recommendation 

2.1 It is recommended that the Committee  

 (1) Note the report; and 

 (2) Consider and provide any additional comments  

3.0 Background and Proposals 

 Background 

3.1 The Government have announced that the UK will be leaving the European Union on 
October 31st  and has asked local authorities to prepare for the consequences. It is 
not the purpose of this report to comment on the political issues surrounding Brexit. 
Nor is it the purpose of this report to advise on the likelihood of a no deal Brexit 
having regard to parliamentary processes or legalities. This report has been prepared 
on the basis that a no deal Brexit is a significant risk and we need to be sure that 
appropriate mitigations are in place. 

3.2 Members should also be aware that the situation in relation to Brexit is highly fluid. 
This report reflects the position at the time of writing and circumstances may well 
have changed significantly by the time the Committee meets.  

3.3 This report is concerned specifically with the immediate and foreseeable local 
impacts of a UK withdrawal from the European Union (Brexit) if this takes place at the 
end of October. It is not concerned with the longer term potential impacts of Brexit 
around which there is a very high level of uncertainty. It does not consider macro-
economic effects such as impacts on output, the value of sterling, the impacts on 
investment or the impacts on tax revenues. Similarly it does not consider the impacts 
of tariffs on particular sectors. 

  

  



Who is responsible for Brexit preparations 

3.3 At the national level the Department for Exiting the European Union is responsible for 
negotiations with the EU. Preparations for no deal, including communications are 
being co-ordinated by the Cabinet Office. Business readiness for Brexit is being co-
ordinated by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy whilst the 
Department of International Trade, together with HM Revenue and Customs is 
responsible for impact on imports and exports. The Department of Transport is 
responsible for impacts on transport infrastructure including ports and port capacity. 
The Department for Work and Pensions deals with entitlements for benefits for UK 
citizens resident in the rest of the EU and for EU citizens in the UK.  The Department 
of Health and Social Care, together with the NHS is responsible for the delivery of 
health and social care services following Brexit. The Home Office is responsible for 
immigration and the EU Settlement Scheme. The preparedness of Local Government 
is being co-ordinated by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government. 

3.4 At regional level there are regional Brexit hubs. For the North West, this role is being 
performed by Liverpool City Council. Their role is to communicate strategic issues 
both downwards from Government and upwards to Government.  

3.5 Brexit readiness at the local level is being led by the County Council through the 
Local Resilience Forum who have undertaken much of the planning work at local 
level. The LRF includes representation from District and County Councils, police and 
emergency services, the NHS and the business community. The LRF has a 
comprehensive plan for managing the impacts of Brexit which includes a wide range 
of potential impacts. The role of the District is to support these higher level efforts 
and to ensure that the District itself is resilient.  

3.6 Every Council has a named officer with responsibility for Brexit preparations, the 
Strategic Lead Specialist, Dan Hudson is the leadership team member who has this 
role for South Lakeland. The named Brexit Officers meet regularly to share risks, 
issues and best practise. Elsewhere, the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership and  
Cumbria Chamber of Commerce are doing a great deal to promote business 
readiness for Brexit. The primary role of Districts is to support these higher level 
preparations. 

What is South Lakeland’s overall approach 

3.7 As an organisation, South Lakeland is as well prepared as it can be for Brexit, 
recognising that there are enormous uncertainty about the timing, scale and wider 
impacts of what will be an immense and unpredicatable change for the Country as a 
whole and working closely with partners to ensure that as far as possible, impacts on 
the District are mitigated. 

3.8 South Lakeland’s approach to Brexit preparation can be summarised as follows; 

 To ensure that all risks associated with the operation of the Council are identified 
and mitigated; 

 To participate in the strategic response to Brexit preparations via the Named 
Officer Group, the Local Resilience Partnership  

 To support the Local Economic Partnership in working with businesses to help 
them to prepare for Brexit and to signpost businesses to the best sources of 
advice; 

 To publicise the EU settlement scheme so that EU nationals living in the District 
are aware of it and to signpost them to advice and guidance. 

  



What are the main areas where a No Deal Brexit could have an impact 

 Internal and Operational 

3.9 There are a number of operational risks associated with SLDCs operations. These 
include fuel supplies for our own fleet in the event of disruption to fuel supplies. In a 
no deal scenario, the delivery of new fleet vehicles as part of the plant replacement 
programme could be affected in terms of delay and cost as most are supplied from 
within the EU. This would apply to parts as well. There are also potential issues 
around the readiness of IT systems and access to data stored within the EU or the 
European Economic Area. Appropriate checks on IT suppliers are being made and 
where necessary, mitigations identified. There are also implications for workforce 
planning. A small number of SLDC staff are EU residents and the Council has made 
them aware of the EU resettlement scheme.  

ERDF funding 

3.10 Part of the flood defence scheme for Kendal is being funded through the EU 
European Regional Development Fund. In July 2018, it was announced that  all 
projects that would have been funded by the EU under the 2014-2020 programme 
period, including all ERDF projects will be guaranteed by the Government. The 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government will continue to sign new 
ERDF projects after Brexit until programme closure. 

Transport 

3.11 Most of the risks to transport infrastructure are in relation to pressures on the short 
channel crossings (between Dover and Folkestone and Calais and Dunkirk) in 
particular. Whilst there may also be implications for other ports, it is unlikely that 
there will be a direct impact on the District’s transport network although, if there is 
reduced traffic flow this will have an impact on the movement and availability of 
goods including food imports. The Local Resilience Forum has considered traffic 
management issues in relation to Irish Sea ports in and around Cumbria. Impacts on 
the Port of Heysham have been examined through co-operation with the Lancashire 
LRF  and no significant impacts to Cumbria are expected.  Government advise that 
the impacts forecasted in the recently released Yellowhammer report are reasonable 
worst case as of July, that additional measures have been put in place at the channel 
ports since that report was published and that extensive work is in progress with 
businesses which import and export to the EU and to hauliers and transport 
operators to make them aware of the necessary paperwork requirements. The 
Department of Transport are proposing a series of drop-ins at motorway service 
stations  

Health 

3.12 Government advises that around 75% of medicines come from, or via, the EU. To 
minimise the impact of any reduced traffic flow at the short Channel crossings, a 
multi-layered package of measures has been put in place to ensure continuity of 
supply. Government and the NHS have been working with suppliers to develop 
contingency plans for the supply, transport and storage of medicines and medical 
supplies. At local level, medical supplies are being co-ordinated by the NHS. 
Government advises that both patients and health and social care providers avoid 
local stockpiling over and above business as usual as this could cause shortages in 
other areas.  

Business readiness 

3.13 Clearly business readiness is critical to minimise disruption to businesses. The 
impacts of tarriffs and import VAT will be complex and highly specific to individual 
businesses. Affected businesses include multi-nationals whose operations may take 



place in locations throughout the single market, businesses which export to the EU, 
businesses which import from the EU and businesses which are part of international 
supply chains. Transport businesses – particularly international freight businesses – 
will also be affected if there is reduced flow at ports.  Whilst, on the face of it, small 
businesses which sell to domestic and local markets may be less affected, even 
these may be affected by pressures on labour supply (if EU employees choose not to 
apply for settled status or if a salary threshold for EU labour migrants is introduced) 
and by disruption to supplies of goods. Vulnerable sectors include farming and food 
manufacturing (due to tariffs) and the care sector and tourism (due to labour supply). 
The impact on livestock farming and sheep farming is a particular concern for South 
Lakeland. Support and advice for farmers is being co-ordinated by the National 
Farmers Union and the Farming Network. SLDC have representation on the LEP 
rural sector panel. 

3.14 Whilst most large businesses will have contingency plans in place, there are 
concerns that many smaller businesses do not or have not taken the steps they need 
to prepare. Within Cumbria, the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership is co-
ordinating advice to businesses, with Cumbria Chamber of Commerce as the first 
point of contact. A dedicated helpline has been set up and a number of events, 
including one attended by 100 businesses in Kendal promoting Brexit readiness, 
have been held and these have been supported and promoted by our Economic 
Development team. Four more such events are planned across Cumbria over 
October. SLDC continues to work in partnership with Cumbria Chamber of 
Commerce, financially contributing towards business support which is available to 
South Lakeland businesses at no cost. 

Migration Status 

3.12 In the event of a No Deal scenario, the free movement of people will end. EU citizens 
resident in the UK will have until the end of 2020 to apply for settled status. The 
Government’s current intention is that a points based immigration system to apply to 
all (EU and non EU immigrants) will be in place by 2021. In the period between Brexit 
and the new arrangements coming into force, new EU arrivals will be able to apply 
for Temporary Leave to Remain for up to 36 months pending the introduction of the 
new system. SLDC are raising awareness of the scheme through the website and 
through social media. 

4.0 Consultation 

4.1 This is an information report 

5.0 Alternative Options 

5.1 This is an information report 

6.0 Links to Council Priorities 

6.1 Clearly Brexit will have a significant impact on most Council priorities, re-inforcing the 
importance of working across boundaries to deliver economic growth, impacting on 
demographics and the ageing population and impacting on reducing disadvantage 
and financial resilience for which longer term responses will need to be developed in 
our policies and strategies.  

7.0 Implications 

Financial, Resources and Procurement 

7.1 £35,000 has been received from central Government for Brexit preparation. £17,500 
of this has been put towards the provision of business support for 2019/20. The 
remainder may be made available to meet urgent needs following Brexit, including if 
a hardship scheme is required for vulnerable residents. This may include those 



affected by short and medium term food price increases due to limited/delayed 
supplies and or energy price increases, as well as for further business support if 
needed. 

Human Resources 

7.2 None – this is an information Report 

Legal 

7.3 There will be legislative implications arising from Brexit which will be worked through 
at the appropriate time. 

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental 

7.4 This is an information report 

Equality and Diversity 

7.7 This is an information report 

Risk 

7.8 The main risks associated with Brexit are set out in the main report. 

Contact Officers 

Dan Hudson – Strategic Lead Specialist  d.hudson@southlakeland.gov.uk  
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